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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Kastraki-meteoro from Kalamata. Currently, there are 15
meals and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What Chelsea A likes about Kastraki-meteoro:
The views are spectacular from here! I suggest allowing time for photos because the sunset and views are so
beautiful. We had our own car, so it was a nice drive! (Maybe 5-10 minutes up steep roads). We had dinner at
the restaurant and really liked the Argentinian steak. We ordered the lamb but unfortunately it was cold, sent it
back and they brought out a new one, the flavor was not our favorite. The house red wine... read more. What

Marc M doesn't like about Kastraki-meteoro:
Great views. I didn‘t enjoy the house made lemonade with ginger which had too much sugar for my taste and no
noticeable ginger for too much money. I ordered chicken tacos and the used cheese on the platter smelt funny
and probably made me sick for two days. This place is great for a standard drink and views but don‘t order non
greek snacks is my advice. read more. Kastraki-meteoro from Kalamata is a good option for a bar if you want to
have a cocktail after work and hang out with friends, The visitors of the establishment also appreciate the large

variety of various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has to offer.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
SAUVIGNON BLANC

Past�
RIGATONI

Starter� & Salad�
RISOTTO

Sout� America� Beef
NEW YORK STRIP

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

PESTO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

LAMB

SALAD

FISH

BREAD
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 19:00-02:00
Friday 19:00-02:00
Saturday 19:00-02:00
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